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There was nothing polite or perfunctory about the ovation the crowd gave the Acoustic Africa 

show at the Lincoln Center last night. It was more of a gut-level response- kind of a physical 

need to get up and cheer. The crowd’s spirit seemed to just want to cry out “Yes!!” by the time 

the featured performers- Habib Koite, Vusi Mahlasela and Dobet Gnahore- got through a two 

hour celebration of contemporary African music. This show was something really special and 

everyone seemed to know it. 

 

Presented by Putumayo, a world music label, Acoustic Africa put on display the individual 

talents of Koite, Mahlasela and Gnahore- which were each formidable in their own right. Koite, 

from Mali, is a naturally charismatic figure on stage and matches that presence with dynamic 

vocals and a strong, fleet guitar style. South African Mahlasela’s guitar sound was a little 

brighter and lighter and his vocals went far beyond just covering a melody. Gnahore, making her 

US concert debut on this tour, not only demonstrated her own unique vocal gifts- fluttering like a 

bird here, shouting with purpose there- as well as an electrifying stage presence. When Gnahore, 

from the Ivory Coast, broke into dance, which she did often throughout the evening, there was no 

sense of reserve in the least. She literally threw herself into the music at times and that kind of 

energy is infectious. 

 

The music each performer played was overall complex, sophisticated and flavorful. The guitar 

work of both Koite and Mahlasela often reflected the unique characteristics of African guitar- 

those fluid high-end flourishes that can be heard in music from all over the continent- but also 

unique use of jazz and classical chording. Of course, the polyrhythmic grooves were often 

percussion driven but the backing band also used a marimba, violin and harmonica to add extra 

spice. But then don’t forget those great overlapping vocals firing back and forth across the stage- 

and even in the audience, as the crowd was encouraged to sing along several times. Put it all 

together and you have something undeniably uplifting. 

 

Indeed, it was when the trio started jamming together with the eight piece backing band, that 

things REALLY got cooking. The key here is that it sure looked like everyone on stage- eleven 

musicians in all- was having a blast. People were dancing, the grooves were rolling and hot 

guitar licks, rippling talking drum and wailing voices fused for a rowdy riot of fun. Who could 

resist? Not the crowd at the Lincoln Center. I saw people jump to their feet in apparent joy at the 

climax of the concert and heard some of the most hearty, natural cheers that I’ve heard in a long 

time. 

 

Personally, I walked out of the Lincoln Center feeling genuinely recharged and thinking to 

myself “That was great! That was REALLY great!!” There’s no other way to describe the 

Acoustic Africa tour. 


